Kanata Art Club weekend workshop on Zoom
Sat and Sun Oct 23 and 24, 2021

Andrea Mossop

8 hours: 4 hours per day time:

Painting Impressionism: Colour as Light and Air
Within the Impressionist legacy to artists is a clear understanding of the physics of light
and the science of optics. This workshop o ers a new understanding of colour
application as the capture and transmission of light.
Learn the beautiful energetic brushwork and glorious handling of prismatic colour to
capture the ephemeral e ects of light inspired by Turner, Whistler, Renoir, and Monet.
Choice of medium: oil (no solvent), acrylic, watercolour, pastel.. All levels.

Supply List
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Notebook or sketchbook for notes.

Provide for yourself a reference for complementaries, near complementaries and splitcomplementaries by having at hand a colour wheel if you own one; alternatively, print
one o from the net or sketch one out for yourself in coloured pencils or paint .
Paint: your choice of medium: oil paint (recommend no solvent, no mineral spirits, no
turpentine); water-based oil paint; acrylic.
Oil painters: Oil sticks and oil pastel may also be incorporated into oil and may be
manipulated with a brush and medium. These two oil drawing media are excellent for
broken mark making.
Demonstrations will be in oil. To those interested, information on how to use traditional
oil paints in an environment-considerate and body-friendly way without solvent can be
forwarded by email: In the subject line, please request Oil Painting Handout
mailto:andreamossop@me.com.
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Turner Norham Castle Sunrise 1835-40 36x 48 " - demonstrating the loose blocking in
of areas of colour for the impression of light.

Oil and acrylic painters:
Choose the following colours from your regular kit of paints. You are in your home
studio, so all is at hand.
For this workshop set out a keyboard of rainbow colours, the colour wheel plus white:
• 2 yellows e.g. cadmium yellow pale and lemon or hansa yellow;
• 2 reds: a bright red such as cadmium red light or vermilion; and alizarin crimson or
equivalent magenta;
• orange can be mixed from yellow and red;
• ultramarine blue; plus one or two other blues of your choice;
• violet (dioxazine or cobalt);
• greens: viridian for sure, and one or two others such as permanent, sap.
• white: your choice: titanium, or the whites that Monet would have used: the more
translucent whites - ake white hue or zinc white or alternatively soft mixing white.
Brushes:.
So that you can switch o to a di erent brush for a di erent colour e.g. a brush for
blues, a brush for yellows etc., bring about 6 brushes in various sizes: one broad 1-2"
brush for laying in underpainting colour in broad sweeps, 3-4 mid-sized brushes
(#4-8s) in lbert and rounds to one or two smaller/ detail brush (#1 or 2).
Hogs bristle brushes for oil painters - their sti ness is what makes the "tache" or
broken brushwork of the Impressionists.
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Renoir Landscape near Cagnes Sur Mer
7.5x9.5"
on location sketch illustrating
the thick direct drawing action
of laying in daubs of oil paint
in broken brushwork.

Palette of choice.
Painting knife.
Rags: cloth rags for oil painters (to be left open or outside after use to air dry); baby
wipes are great for cleaning o your hands, pinching o your brushes, a swatch of
carpet is also marvellous for swiping o your brush between colour nuance changes.
Clean up oil brushes with detergent and water or very e ectively, Murphy's Oil Soap
available at Dollarama or grocery store and water.
Medium: you may nd you do not require any medium, but if you do choose from:
Acrylic painters: please bring acrylic glazing medium or uid matt medium.
Oil painters: walnut oil or linseed oil, either is all the medium you may need. Or
none, as oil paints now come out of the tube at a malleable consistency for this
kind of paintng.
Oil painters may also use one or two colours of acrylic diluted slightly for their
underpainting ; alternatively. one or two colours of water-based oil which can be
slightly diluted with water for their underpainting. Both of these will provide quick
drying bases for broad sketching in painting and sweeps of colour to lay in an
impression.
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Whistler Crepuscule in Opal Trouville 1865 14x18" illustrating the laying in of a washlike broadly swept veil of colour to establish the e ect or to act as an underpainting.

Canvases:
2 small (8x10”) surfaces of any sort = dollar store canvases or canvas boards or canvas
paper simply for technique practice. Warm-ups for your "dance moves".
One larger canvas: size of your choice and format shape of your choice,
corresponding to your subject matter.
You may go as large as you wish to commit to your image and the fun of painting.
Consider the size of your brushes relative to the size of your canvas.
Subject matter:
The subject matter is your choice.
Bring photo reference material for your subject. Or use a sketch or a plein air painted
sketch of your own that you would like to develop as a painting.
You can do any subject matter at all, indoor, outdoor, as long as the subject is
light- lled with a feeling of e ervescent air and moving light permeated with sunshine,
that you wish to see expressed in this broad, broken brushwork = "taches", a textural
"sketching" stroke.
I look forward to working with you over two days, exchanging impressions of these
techniques of capturing light, and painting with you on Zoom………..Best wishes,
Andrea
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Bonnard The Dining Room 1925 50x72"

